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Description
Forget about cruising bookstores. Give up on clicking through the endless, soulless corridors of the book-buying in-
ternet. Binder is a fun way to discover new and interesting books nearby by matching books to readers with a flick of 
the fingertips! Here is how it works: If you’re interested in connecting with a book on Binder, then just anonymously 
Swipe right to Like it; or Swipe left to Pass. (Remember: R to L or L to P.) If the book likes you back, then it’s a match! 
You’re set for some happy reading—for a lifetime, or maybe just for the night. We won’t tell! Every book and person 
on Binder is real, probably, and has been authenticated through Bookface, the social network for books.

Binder is the number one social media book finder. Compared to other social “read”ia apps, it’s much kinder. It helps 
you meet new books without needing a minder.  By the way, it’s pronounced “BIN-der,” rhymes with cinder. Please 
don’t say it wrong, we don’t know why everyone does that.
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Essentials

Binder |ˈbindər| shows  
you interesting books nearby

Anonymously like  
or pass each book

Customer Reviews
Found My Shelfmate  
by bookluvva

I was new to the city and didn’t know ANY bookstores. Binder helped me find the perfect book. We’re still 
together today! Though we only met yesterday.

Easy to Explain  
by Simileena

It’s like Uber for books, except that they don’t get delivered to your location and you don’t have to tip them. 
Maybe it’s more like Venmo for books? Or Clickclack? Or like Facebook for books, except that you can only see 
one person at a time. To be honest I was afraid to try it until someone explained how it’s pronounced. Let me 
come back to this, actually, I’m not sure what I’m trying to say.

No more lonely nightstands  
by BladPitt

Whoever said you can’t judge a book by its cover obviously has never used this app. I tried the library scene, I 
tried speed reading, I ate every meal at a table of contents. I spent too many late nights clicking through pictures 
of strange books and wondering what was beneath those jackets. But only Binder found a book that really opened 
up to me. Whether you want a book with benefits, a long-term reading relationship, or just one to cuddle up with 
on a cold night, Binder is the book finder that will find you the book that you’ve been trying to find.

BRB  
by username

LUV U BINDER THX FOR MAKING US SO HAPPY 2GETHER!!! #bae #books

Whatevs  
by totes_squadgoals

When people say that millennials are hooked on instant gratification, I have to shut them down IMMEDIATELY and 
tell them that they are WRONG, WRONG, WRONG. Good thing I have my Shutdown app for that. What a rush! Oh, 
and Binder’s great, too. Four stars!

Compatibility: Requires iOS 
7.1 or later. Compatible with 
iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.
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